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By Tim Jollymore

Finns Way Books, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book *****
Print on Demand *****.Comic, heartfelt, and mysterious, these stories charm the reader with good
humor, affection for their natural settings, and the gentle, persistent seeking for a lasting place in
the daily world of common folk. Some tales cast moonlight over the solitary in us all who wander at
dusk. Others haunt us with loss and evoke a certain sense of autumn, likely to press sighs from an
ache in our breath. Still others fill us with the pride in a true hero. Within, the reader finds young
love, aged angst, bumbling travelers, the fogged memory, moon watchers, dog rescuers, lost and
very-lost tourists, and long, sweet farewells. The humorous among these engender wistful smiles,
occasional smirks, and outright chuckles punctuated by a shaking of the cynical head. In the
tradition of Annie Dillard s Pilgrim at Tinker Creek and Henry David Thoreau s Walden, the
narratives turn their gaze to our behavior, leading us to find ourselves outdoors rather than
searching within. The words sometime cut sharply our venal selves, other times lead us to reach a
hand over our hearts. These stories, unified by...
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ReviewsReviews

It in a single of my personal favorite ebook. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. I am e ortlessly will get a satisfaction of
reading a published ebook.
-- Ms. Lavada Krajcik-- Ms. Lavada Krajcik

Comprehensive guideline for book lovers. It can be filled with knowledge and wisdom I realized this publication from my dad and i suggested this pdf to
find out.
-- Ted Schumm-- Ted Schumm
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